The Candeo Broadband Behavioral Health Computer Placement Program is a $2.7 million desperately sought pilot project for vulnerable populations in Salt Lake County and the Navajo nation of Utah and parts of Arizona. The project brings cost effective and life saving addiction recovery support services to overburdened government treatment providers. This is a health care project that directly saves lives and money. Candeo here provides a twenty percent match represented in cash investment, or direct cash, and would be willing to provide more match upon request. Modern addiction science is rapidly moving toward what is known as "Recovery Oriented Systems of Care," of which remote online recovery support has been given much lip service. Candeo here now is prepared to finally deliver it. This is an innovative and timely program supported by the brightest minds in addiction study. We are proud of our proposal and are certain of its ability to show the way our nation may more effectively heal one of the more corrosive health problems of human kind: Drug addiction and alcoholism.